Dear Members and Friends,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI), the World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSH&D), Descendants of Holocaust Survivors (3G), and Red Latinoamericana para la Enseñanza de la Shoá (Red LAES) are co-presenting two special programs with the US Holocaust Memorial Museum. On June 4 and 11 we will be able to hear how the Museum’s collection of materials, documents, and artifacts serves as a resource for Holocaust survivors, their descendants, families of victims, teachers, scholars, filmmakers, and others wishing to discover more about the fate of Jewish people persecuted by the Nazis and their collaborators. Participants will have the opportunity following the program to request research assistance as well as discuss how they can donate artifacts or contribute an oral history to the Museum. See the Upcoming Events section below to register for both programs. Note: if you cannot attend in real time you can register and a link to the recording will be sent to you later.

Our thanks to Esther Safran Foer for being our Facebook guest in May. In June we will end our guest visits and, in honor of Holocaust Survivor Day, share stories of the Holocaust survivors who have inspired us. You can share stories of family members, survivors you have worked with or interviewed, anyone who was inspirational to you. We hope you will join the discussion: GSI book / film discussion group | Facebook.

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You
must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

From the US State Department: Joint Statement on the Dialogue on Holocaust Issues
This statement was released by the Governments of the United States of America and the Federal Republic of Germany.

The World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSH&D), in conjunction with Generations of the Shoah International (GSI) and the Kindertransport Association (KTA), will be having its 33rd annual conference / family gathering in Washington, DC August 25 – 28, 2023 in Washington, DC. This will be a safe space for survivors and descendants to share, explore, and address our feelings and legacy. For more information see conferences below.

CONFERENCES

Heroines of the Holocaust: Nurses and Doctors as Resisters in the Holocaust and Genocide
June 6, 2023 11:00 am ET
Foundation Hall, Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
To register for Zoom: https://wagner.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUodu-sqDloE9MofoldeGda1-03Mris3Xh4. To register in person email: holocaust.center@wagner.edu.
**East Central Europe at the Crossroads:**  
**Jewish Transnational networks and Identities**  
June 18 – 20, 2023  
Polin Museum, Warsaw Poland

**2023 Belfer National Conference for Educators**  
June 26 – 28, 2023  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC  
Free Virtual Sessions

**World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants**  
(WFJCSH&D)  
In conjunction with Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)  
and the Kindertransport Association (KTA)  
**Annual Conference and Gathering**  
August 25 – 28, 2023  
Washington, DC

**Commemoration and Reunion in Mauritius**  
September 6 – 8, 2023  
Republic of Mauritius

For more information and RSVP please email: roni.mikel@mail.huji.ac.il

**War, the Holocaust, and Human Rights Conference**  
October 11 – 13, 2023  
United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

**Holocaust Denial & Distortion**  
June 1, 2023, 3:00 PM ET  
Echoes & Reflections

**The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar**  
June 5 – 15, 2023  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**Why Didn't the Allies Bomb Auschwitz?**  
June 5, 2023, 3:00 PM ET  
Echoes & Reflections
Teaching with Dimensions in Testimony: Meet Nuremberg Prosecutor Ben Ferencz
June 15, 2023, 4:00 PM ET
Echoes & Reflections

Using Art to Teach the Holocaust & Combat Hate
June 21, 2023 9:00 am – 5:00 pm ET
American Visionary Art Museum, 800 Key Hwy, Baltimore, MD

Nazi Persecution of the LGBTQ Community
June 21, 2023, 3:00 PM ET
Echoes & Reflections

The Holocaust in the Former Soviet Union: A Focus on Ukraine, Past & Present
Three-Day Virtual Seminar with In-Person Option on Day Three
June 26 - 28, 2023
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ

Through the Eyes of Survivors
June 27 – 29, 2023
Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY

Life after Death: Exploring the Aftermath of the Holocaust
June 28, 2023, 3:00 PM ET
Echoes & Reflections

About the Holocaust & Human Rights Teachers of America Symposium
July 24 – 27, 2023
Avalon Hotel, Alpharetta, GA

Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust Revisited
December 4 – 7, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

CFP Research Seminar
Memory Maps: Early Postwar Efforts to Identify, Locate, Document, and Memorialize Former Sites of Jewish Life and Death (1944–1955)
January 3 – 4, 2024
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – June 18, 2023—Holocaust Resource & Education Center of Florida, Maitland, FL
Exhibit: Finding Kalman and Never Again – Again

Now – June 23, 2023— Ben May Main Library, Mobile Public Library, Mobile, AL
Dayton Metro Library, Dayton, OH

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – June 30, 2023—American Center, Tržiště 13, Prague, Czech Republic
Photographic exhibit about the late Czechoslovak Olympic athlete and Holocaust survivor Kurt Epstein and his family of Roudnice. For more: American Center (americkecentrum.cz).

Now – August 13, 2023—Ronald Reagan Presidential Library & Museum, Simi Valley, CA
Exhibition: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The exhibition brings together more than 700 original objects of significant historic and human value.

Now – September 30, 2023—The Kosciuszko Foundation, 2025 O St. NW, Washington, DC
Art Show in connection with the new film A Pocketful of Miracles. Berlin-born filmmaker Aviva Kempner chronicles her mother Hanka and uncle Dudek Ciesla’s lives before and during World War II.

Now – October 22, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust.

Now – January 8, 2024—Polin Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw, Poland
Exhibit: "Around Us a Sea of Fire. The fate of Jewish civilians during the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising”

Now – May 2024—Rancho San Diego Library, El Cajon, CA
Exhibit: RUTH Remember Us The Holocaust featuring Holocaust survivors from San Diego.

June 1, 2023: 9:30 am ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Pride Month: Defying the Nazi Campaign to Control Sexuality.

June 1, 2023: 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual: Transgender People, the Nazi State, and the Holocaust with Laurie Marhoefer

June 4, 2023, 11:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-site program: Real and Imaginary: A Conversation About Spiritual Resistance with Dr. Sid Leiman.

June 4, 2023, 20:00 Israel Time—Beit Theresienstadt, Israel
Online lecture: Jews and German culture in Moravia 19th century and the early decades of the 20th century with Prof. Marsha L Rozenblit.
June 4, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
“We must save the children” – A new story from Lille, France. In 1942, a spontaneous rescue action occurred in Lille, France. When the Jews of Lille were arrested and brought to the railyard for deportation, the rail workers created an instant rescue network right under the noses of the Nazi guards. Suggested donation.

June 4, 2023, 5:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Virtual event: Preserving Holocaust History through Artifacts and Research part 1. Hear how the Museum’s collection of materials, documents, and artifacts serves as a resource for Holocaust survivors, their descendants, families of victims, teachers, scholars, filmmakers, and others wishing to discover more about the fate of Jewish people persecuted by the Nazis and their collaborators. Presenters: Kassandra LaPrade Seuth and Dr. Diane Afoumado and moderated by Colleen McFarland Rademaker. Participants will have the opportunity following the program to request research assistance, learn how they can donate artifacts or contribute an oral history to the Museum. Note: if you cannot attend in real time you can register and a link to the recording will be sent to you later.

June 6, 2023, 12 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch & Learn: Profits & Persecution: German Big Business and Nazi Crimes with Peter Hayes. For legal professionals, this will fill 1.25 Continuing Legal Education Ethics credits.

June 7, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual walking tour: Jewish Resilience in Paris.

June 8, 2023, 5:00 pm ET—The Olga Lengyel Institute, 58 East 79th St, New York, NY

June 8, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY

June 8, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive: Liberator Sgt Salvatore Distefano as discussed by his son Dan.

June 8, 2023, 7:30 pm ET—Project Witness, Brooklyn, NY
When Holocaust Refugees Flooded Morocco presented by Mercedes Azancot.

June 9, 2023, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
Online program: I Survived to See My Dad… with Holocaust survivor Eva Bruder Hance. To RSVP: afusco@azjhs.org

June 11 – July 2, 2023—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Visas for Life—The Sousa Mendes Story 5-part film series created by Portuguese television.

June 11, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual walking tour: Berlin’s Early Jewish Community
June 11, 2023, 2:00 pm CT — Congregation Shalom, 7630 N Santa Monica Blvd, Milwaukee, WI
**Stolpersteine: The World’s Most Expansive Holocaust Memorial.** How can a Holocaust monument enable us to see beyond the statistics and think about individual victims?

June 11, 2023, 5:00 pm ET — US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Virtual event: **Preserving Holocaust History through Oral histories and Films** part 2. Hear how the Museum’s collection of materials, documents, and artifacts serves as a resource for Holocaust survivors, their descendants, families of victims, teachers, scholars, filmmakers, and others wishing to discover more about the fate of Jewish people persecuted by the Nazis and their collaborators. Presenters: James Gilmore and Leslie Swift and moderated by Jaime Monllor. Participants will have the opportunity following the program to request research assistance, learn how they can donate artifacts or contribute an oral history to the Museum. Note: if you cannot attend in real time you can register and a link to the recording will be sent to you later.

June 12, 2023, 10:00 am ET — Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
In honor of Anne Frank’s 94th Birthday: online event with the author of **Tree of Hope: Anne Frank's Father Shares His Wisdom With An American Teen and the World**, which chronicles Cara Wilson-Granat’s twenty-year friendship with Otto Frank, father of Anne Frank.

**Exhibit**: A Brush with Evil: Holocaust Crowd Scene II by Peter Howson.

June 14, 2023, 1:00 pm ET — Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
**Book Club**: Once We Were Brothers by Ronald Balson. For more: lindaburghardt@hmtcli.org.
June 15, 2023, 12:00 noon ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Film screening** (virtual): Shadows From My Past. Gita Weinrach Kaufman survived the Holocaust and returned to Vienna to see what has changed.

June 15, 2023, 4:00 pm ET — 3GNY, New York, NY
**Leopoldstadt on Broadway**: 3G Outing and Cast Talkback. Fees.

June 18, 2023, 20:00 Israel Time — Beit Theresienstadt, Israel
**Online lecture**: Covid-19 and the Influences on Holocaust consciousness in Israel and Antisemitism in the World with Prof. Liat Steir-Livny in Hebrew.

June 18, 2023, 2:30 pm CT — Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
On-site screening: **You Will Not Play Wagner** followed by a conversation with film director Lilia Levitina. For more: 847.763.3507.

June 21, 2023, 1:00 pm ET — US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
**First Person** conversations with Holocaust Survivors with Henry Weil.

June 22, 2023, 2:00 pm ET — Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry**: German Professionals and the Holocaust with William Frederick Meinecke, Jr.
June 29, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

July 7 - August 18, 2023—Richland Library (Columbia, SC)
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries (Columbus, GA)
Kokomo-Howard County Public Library (Kokomo, IN)
Washoe County Library System (Reno, NV)

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

July 10, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Focus on Holocaust History: What the World Did and Did Not Do** with Professor Michael Berenbaum, Dr. Efraim Zuroff, and Dr. David Silberklang.

July 16, 2023, 20:00 Israel Time—Beit Theresienstadt, Israel
Online Hebrew lecture: **Illustrated Testimonies In Eichmann’s Trial** with Dr. Batya Brutin.

July 23, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Book discussion**: *The Island of Extraordinary Captives: A Painter, A Poet, an Heiress, and a Spy in a World War II British Internment Camp* with author Simon Parkin.

July 26 – September 1, 2023—Ben Uri Gallery, 108a Boundary Rd, St. John’s Wood, London, UK
**Exhibit**: *A Brush with Evil: The Nuremberg Trials, 1946*, by Dame Laura Knight.

July 27, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The New Yorker Documentary Presents: *Nina&Irena*, Film Screening and Conversation with 3G filmmaker Daniel Lombroso and his grandmother Nina Gottlieb. In person and livestream.

September 1 – October 13, 2023—Ursula C. Schwerin Library CUNY, (Brooklyn, NY)
Scott County Public Library (Georgetown, KY)
Milwaukee Public Library (Milwaukee, WI)
Fresno County Public Library (Fresno, CA)

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

---

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters

Memoria Nr 67
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

**FYI...** Opening Exhibition "Prelude to Terror" at Dachau
**FYI...** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus pandemic and beyond. Here are some of them:

April 2023:  [Nuremberg trials: Benjamin Ferencz’s battle for justice | DW Documentary](#)

April 17, 2023:  [Yom Hashoah (Change)](#)

April 18, 2023:  [2023 Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Exploring Centropa’s Library of Rescued Memories](#)

April 20, 2023:  [The Match](#)

April 26, 2023:  [Wartime Cabaret: Remaking Theatre from a Jewish Ghetto](#)

April 27, 2023:  [Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry: Why Should We Care? The Holocaust and Public Humanities with Professor Björn Krondorfer](#)

May 1, 2023:  [Anne Frank: Her World and Her Diary](#)

May 1, 2023:  [New Voices: Contemporary Writers Confronting the Holocaust](#)

May 11, 2023:  [Teaching Exclusion in Nazi Germany and the US: Antisemitism and Racist Ideology in the Classroom](#)

May 12, 2023:  [A Dangerous Blessing: Pregnancy and Motherhood in the Holocaust](#)

May 16, 2023:  [First Person with Holocaust Survivor Peter Feigl](#)

May 18, 2023:  [Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry: Holocaust Cinema: How ‘A Film Unfinished’ Questions Archival Footage](#)

May 21, 2023:  [The Battle of Warsaw's Jews: The Afterlife of the Revolt](#)

May 22, 2023:  [How the "Final Solution" Came About: A Functionalist Analysis](#)

May 24, 2023:  [First Person with Holocaust Survivor Peter Feigl (USHMM)](#)


Click here for past podcasts from the Ackerman Center Podcast

Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House

Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past Museo del Holocausto de Buenos Aires programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.

Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.

Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.
**Across Borders: International**

Roman Emperor Caligula’s massive party ships were not burned by the Nazis during World War II, researchers say. A US artillery unit was to blame.

On Dutch Holocaust Day, Zelensky Asks Netherlands To Also Mourn Dead Ukrainians

Ukrainian Jews in Germany found sanctuary. But will they stay?

Holocaust horror and its haunting lexicon

Turning a Blind Eye to Palestinian Terrorism and Nazi Comparisons Won’t Achieve Peace

Wikipedia disciplines editors in Holocaust distortion dispute but sidesteps debate over Polish complicity

How one man’s photographic memory helped preserve the music of the Nazi camps

Poland slams Noa Kirel for comments on Polish role in Holocaust

Israeli Star’s Holocaust Remarks Spark Outrage in Poland

Noa Kirel Mentions The Holocaust - And Raises A Storm In Poland

Noa Kirel to visit Poland after her Holocaust statement

How Jewish Recipes Changed After the Holocaust

Mae Muller, UK’s Eurovision contestant, is applying for German passport because grandfather fled Nazis

Holocaust Distortion, Erased: Major News Outlets Omit Palestinian Leader’s Antisemitism From Reports | Honest Reporting

Disgusting’: American Jewish Committee blasts Abbas for comparing Israel to Nazis

‘An affront to Holocaust victims’: Deborah Lipstadt slams Mahmoud Abbas for likening Israel to Joseph Goebbels

**Australia**

The child holocaust survivor who devoted his life to looking after people – J-Wire

Joy And Sadness In Home-Grown Holocaust Musical

Suzi Smeed - Courage To Care: The Inspiring Memoir Of A Young Jewish Girl Swept Up In The Hungarian Holocaust

As a child of survivors, I see my parents in every Ethiopian immigrant to Israel

**Austria**

Austria to use Hitler’s birthplace for police human rights training

Two Charged After Hitler Speeches Played On Austrian Train Intercom

Austrian Cops Arrest Suspects Who Played Hitler Speech Over Train Intercom

Austrian police charge 2 men after Hitler speech plays on public train’s loudspeakers
Bulgaria
How Bulgarian Citizens Rescued 50,000 Jews In 1943

Canada
In Poland, a Canadian Holocaust survivor returns to native village as sole local Jew
Shael Rosenbaum Takes Over The Holocaust Business At The Canadian Society For Yad Vashem
Expanded Toronto Holocaust Museum set to reopen in June, attract 60,000 visitors a year
Toronto Museum Preserve Voices Of The Holocaust For A Post-Survivor Era
B.C. Holocaust survivor shares stories of harrowing history — and hope — in 2023 memoir
N.L.’s Jewish Community Pays Tribute To Those Lost During The Holocaust
60's Scoop Grief And Holocaust Trauma Entwine In Limited Series 'Little Bird'

Finland
A new Nazi revenge film from Finland is called ‘Sisu’ – is that Finnish for ‘chutzpah’?

France
French Resistance Fighter Goes Public About Execution of German P.O.W.s
French resistance fighter, 98, reveals mass execution of German prisoners
French Senate votes unanimously to back Holocaust art restitution efforts
This Story of Holocaust Survival Begins With a Mysterious Postcard
The Anonymous Postcard That Inspired a French Best-Seller
Jewish-American WWII Soldiers Given Star of David Headstones in Memorial Day Ceremonies
Auschwitz movie takes second prize at Cannes
Holocaust Drama ‘The Zone of Interest’ Wins Second Place Prize at Cannes Film Festival

Germany
How The Nazis Burned Books First Then People
Holocaust Survivors In Post-War Germany
Holocaust Audio Archive At Jewish Museum Berlin Now UNESCO 'World Heritage'
Europe's rabbis to move their headquarters to Munich
German court acquits COVID denier who compared Israel to Nazi Germany
'Learn From Pain': Why Germany Protects Soviet War Memorial
Flyers Citing ‘8 Million Germans’ as WWII Victims Alongside Jews Distributed at Roger Waters Concert in Cologne
Anne Frank Visual At Roger Waters Concert Prompts Top Official to Demand Review of Forthcoming Frankfurt Gig

Roger Waters uses Anne Frank’s name at German concerts, prompting calls for punishment from Jewish groups

Police to investigate rock legend for wearing satirical Nazi costume

How Video Games Tackle The Holocaust

German far-right group on trial over coup plans – DW

Israel

Virtual memory: A digital commemoration of the Holocaust story

Jewish medical staff bravery in Warsaw Ghetto must be remembered - study

Jewish doctors’ secret study of Warsaw ghetto starvation rediscovered 80 years later

‘We’re Open to Antisemites,’ Israel’s National Holocaust Memorial Acknowledges After Visit of Far Right German MPs

Israel has failed to fight Latvia, Lithuania’s Holocaust distortion - opinion

At Sobibor a Filmmaker Unearths Nazi Germany’s Attempts to Cover Up Its Crimes

The Lost Generation Of Art: When The Holocaust Interrupted It All

Successful but scrappy: Air Force marks 75 years since its 1st-ever strike mission

Japan

Does anime have a Nazi problem? Some Jewish fans think so.

Lithuania

Truth is winning in Lithuania

A glimmer of hope in the Land of Rain—plaque of Jonas Noreika dismantled

1936 Olympics and the NATO 2023 Summit

Lithuanian lawmaker in hot water after quoting song urging kids to kill Jews

Netherlands

Dutch archives on accused Nazi collaborators to open to the public in 2025

Mass Arrest of Dutch Soccer Fans ‘Important’ Milestone in Fight Against Antisemitism, Says Top Netherlands Official

Man Arrested For Projecting Holocaust Denial Message On Anne Frank House

Israeli Behind Amsterdam’s First Holocaust Museum Lives In Anne Frank’s District

A Dutch Quest for Buried Nazi Treasure Comes Up Empty

What Happened to the Nazi Treasure Buried in This Dutch Village?

The Most Wanted Woman in WWII Netherlands: Hannie Schaft
**Poland**

World War II-era mass grave discovered in Lublin, Poland

A Town Wrestles With Its Dark Past: Nazis and Soviets -- Ukraine War ‘Turned Everything Upside Down’ in This Polish Town

Polish Responsibility for the Holocaust Was Not Minor

We Must Acknowledge Hard Truths About The Holocaust In Poland

Polish and Israeli Officials Unveil Plaque Recognizing Discrimination Against Jewish Students

Auschwitz museum begins heartrending work preserving 8,000 shoes of murdered children

Auschwitz museum begins emotional work of conserving 8,000 shoes of murdered children

Auschwitz museum works to save children's shoes

‘Tasteless and Embarrassing’: Auschwitz Museum Criticizes Ice Cream Stand Outside Former Concentration Camp Entrance

Auschwitz museum criticizes 'tasteless' ice cream stand near iconic 'Death Gate'

Ice cream truck outside Auschwitz provokes criticism

Ice cream stand near Auschwitz concentration camp causes controversy

Why there is no ice cream at Auschwitz

**Switzerland**

‘Righteous Justice’: Credit Suisse’s Nazi Bank Accounts

**Tunisia**

Days after synagogue attack, Tunisian president criticizes Israel and says his country saved Jews in WWII

Tunisian president says locals rescued Jews, whereas Israel kills Palestinians

**United Kingdom**

1st person to hold King Charles after his birth was a Jewish Kindertransport refugee

Call The (Jewish) Midwife: Kindertransport Nurse Was The First To Hold The King When He Was Born

Prince Edward visits iconic former home of Jewish family forced to flee Nazi Germany

Jewish refugees’ son in race to become Tory London mayor candidate

Holocaust Memorial Passes Important Milestone

Now On Display, UK Jews’ Correspondence Shows The Holocaust Unfolding In Real Time

New ‘Forgotten Exodus’ project to shine a light on Jews expelled from 1960s Poland

Nazi hunter, 96, shares his extraordinary story at BAFTA
From Fleeing Hitler To Mars: Ben Abeles, The Scientist Who Changed Space Travel

Watch as the extraordinary sculpture of Holocaust survivor Lily Ebert takes shape

Exclusive: ‘The limitless value of visiting Auschwitz’ – Rob Rinder on his emotional tour

Opinion: I Owe It To Philip And The Six Million To Redouble My Efforts

Burgenland: Family tale woven with Holocaust horror reveals that Adolf Eichmann rubber-stamped emigration papers of Jews leaving Austria

Victory for Gdansk ghetto memorial campaigners

The cycling hero who saved Italian Jews from the Holocaust

Menahem Pressler, Pianist Who Co-Founded the Beaux Arts Trio, Dies at 99

As author Martin Amis died, a movie of his Holocaust novel ‘Zone of Interest’ wowed at Cannes

When Martin Amis took on the Holocaust

Obituary: Professor Peter Pulzer

Captain Isidore Newman, the Jewish British Spy who was betrayed.

Jack Nissenthall, a Jewish R.A.F. radar expert, saved thousands during WWII. British Secrecy Acts will not let him be honored.

My father didn’t want to be labelled a ‘refugee’

The story of the woman who helped Anne Frank

Opinion: The Fragility Of Freedom: That’s The Theme For Holocaust Memorial Day - 2024

Ballads to give hope in a Year Eight classroom

Guardian cartoonist rekindles anti-Semitism row with ‘insincere’ apology

Why Can’t The Guardian Stop Publishing Antisemitic Cartoons?

Guardian editor agrees to meet Jewish leaders over alleged anti-Semitic cartoon

Board Has Positive Meeting With Guardian Over Antisemitic Cartoon


Parashah of the week: Emor

TV ’s Judge Rinder Reveals His Family's Holocaust Story At A Jewish School Gala

Deloitte Director Who Called Hitler ‘Charismatic Visionary,’ No Longer Works At The Company

Does Maureen Lipman's new play use the Holocaust to demonise Israel?

USA

Shattering Another Excuse For FDR's Holocaust Apathy

Rewarding Ukraine Family Who Once Saved Two Jews

Remembering the ‘Righteous’ heroes of the Holocaust
U-Haul driver faces multiple charges after crashing into a security barrier.
U-Haul truck driver who crashed into security barrier at park near White House is arrested
19-year-old arrested on multiple charges after crashing into barriers near the White House
In U-Haul crash near White House, Missouri man with Nazi flag charged
Truck that rammed barriers near White House reportedly contained a Nazi flag
US police find Nazi flag in truck used for alleged ramming attempt near White House
‘A Stain on The Soul of America’: Biden Calls Out Antisemitism in US at White House Event
Biden speaks out against 'antisemitic bile' during Jewish American Heritage Month celebration
The White House intends to fight antisemitism. That starts with a sensible definition.
Hundreds of rabbis say Biden’s plan to fight antisemitism should embrace a disputed definition
Any Inclusion of Nexus Will Severely Undermine Biden’s Anti-Semitism Plan
Biden Appoints Holocaust Museum Board Member From Org That Accused Israel of Apartheid
Biden names 10 to US Holocaust Memorial Council
Harry Sloan Among Joe Biden’s Appointees To U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council
Trump Goes Scorched Earth On DeSantis With Freaky Hitler/Satan Post
Congressional bills aim to give highest honor to ‘Righteous Gentile’ Roddie Edmonds
Holocaust museum uses augmented reality to teach history
A scholar sees a common root for antisemitism and racism: ‘Christian supremacy’
'Here There Are Blueberries,' about a Nazi photo album, is wrenching
‘We’re Very Distressed’: US Antisemitism Envoy Condemns Tunisian President’s Response to Synagogue Attack
Gov. DeWine honored with U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum award
Sen. Katie Britt's emotional speech makes Holocaust survivor cry
Gov. Ivey tours Alabama Holocaust Education Center
Saving the stories of the last Holocaust survivors
Racing to save the stories of the last Holocaust survivors
How Can We Preserve The Oral History Of The Last Holocaust Survivors?
‘Please share our stories,’ Holocaust survivor implores Island Park students
The Jewish Federation of Buffalo and The Holocaust Resource Center: Weaving Community, Building Bridges.
Opinion | A warning to the world about unchecked hatred
Holocaust education alone won’t counter antisemitism
Ken Burns Draws Parallels Between WWII and Today in ‘The U.S. and the Holocaust’
Holocaust Hero Attacked in Leading History Journal
Elon Musk slams Holocaust survivor in antisemitic tweet - Northeast Valley News

Elon Musk says George Soros ‘hates humanity’ and likens him to a comic book villain Holocaust survivor

Elon Musk Accused of Boosting Antisemitism With Tweet Comparing Soros to Jewish Comic Book Villain

Elon Musk claims George Soros 'hates humanity.' The ADL says Musk's attacks 'will embolden extremists'

Elon Musk takes aim at the Anti-Defamation League after its CEO says his tweets ‘will embolden extremists’

Musk attacks ADL for saying his anti-Soros tweets will embolden antisemites

Musk takes aim at ADL after CEO says his tweets 'embolden extremists'

Israel accuses Elon Musk of stoking antisemitism on Twitter after anti-Soros remark

Israel pivots to say Elon Musk attacks on George Soros now not antisemitic

Elon Musk, George Soros, and Modern Antisemitism

‘Heartening’: Bill Adopting IHRA Definition of Antisemitism Passes South Carolina House

Heirs of Jewish Art Dealers Move Forward With Yearslong Restitution Battle

Expectation for largest-ever jewelry sale marred by owner's enrichment via Nazi laws

Nazi Cloud Hangs Over One of the Largest Jewelry Sales in History

Auction of Horten ‘blood jewelry,’ funded by Third Reich fortune, triggers call for heirs to sue

Holocaust Survivors Urge Tel Aviv Mayor to Pull Out of Christie’s Events After Auction House Sells Jewelry With Nazi Ties

Holocaust Charity Slams Auctions Of $150m Nazi Jewelry Collection

SWC Urges Christie’s Auction House to Immediately Halt Auction of Jewelry Collection Tied to Nazi Sympathizer

Wiesenthal Center calls for freeze on auction linked to Nazis

Auction of £120m of jewels to go ahead despite Jewish groups’ concerns

Jewelry tainted by Nazi links up for auction despite criticism from Jewish groups

Christie’s sale of Austrian heiress’ jewels stirs criticism

Heirs of Jewish Gallery Owner Who Fled Nazi-Occupied Austria Claim Sotheby’s Was Misleading About Sold Painting’s Provenance

Christie’s to Donate Proceeds From Nazi-Linked Jewelry Auction Linked to Holocaust Education

Top jewelry pieces fall short of target prices at Christie’s auction derided by Jewish groups

Jewels With Nazi Ties Sell at Christie’s Auction for Less Than Estimated Value After Jewish, Diamond Groups Criticize Sale
Despite Nazi Shadow, Jewelry Sale Sets $202 Million Record

Controversial jewelry collection fetches a record-shattering $201 million

Jewelry with Nazi ties fetches record prices at Christie’s auction amid controversy

Disgusting Auction of Zyklon B Can and Striped Holocaust Uniforms Should Be Stopped

Holocaust items, including Zyklon B can, listed for auction

In ‘Invited to Life,’ Artist Showcases the Vibrant Postwar Lives of Holocaust Survivors

South Florida Holocaust Survivors Honored At University Libraries Exhibit

"Shadows We Carry," Shows The Repercussions Of The Holocaust And The Feminist Movement Of The 1960's

Green Sweater: A Knitted Reminder of Holocaust Horrors

Holocaust survivors to rewrite recently discovered Torah scroll

Holocaust survivor Judge Thomas Buergenthal passes away at 89

Auschwitz survivor turned ICJ judge Thomas Buergenthal dead at 89

Marta Wise, 88, Child Survivor in Iconic Auschwitz Photo, Focused on Educating Young People

One Holocaust survivor's story - the undeniable truth

Preserving the legacy of Holocaust survivors in Cedarhurst

‘Big Sonia’ Warshawski, a 98-year-old Holocaust survivor, has closed her Overland Park tailor shop

The Righteous: They Risked Their Lives To Save Jews

Remembering The Six Million Jews Murdered In the Holocaust

Holocaust Museum Adds New Educational Exhibit Amid Rising Antisemitism In St. Louis

Holocaust Survivor To Speak To Schools, Public

Beachwood teachers collecting stones to honor Holocaust victims in Poland

Teaching Teachers How To Teach About The Holocaust

This Bronx bakery and its Holocaust survivor founder have been making cheesecake the same way for 63 years

Anne Berest's novel traces her family history and leads back to the Holocaust

My Father Witnessed The Horrors Of The Holocaust, Now I Carry His Memories, So We Don't Forget

Child of Holocaust survivors brings powerful message to Laconia remembrance program

From ‘never forget’ to never mind? An Aspenite seeks to address Holocaust education

Seattle resident explores family ties to the Holocaust

Stories From A Horrific Era In History

As antisemitism rises, Holocaust education is a deeply personal topic for me
An Unsigned Postcard Named Four Family Members Who Died in the Holocaust. Why?

This Story Of Holocaust Survival Begins With A Mysterious Post Card

Bill Farley’s Band of Brothers

Florida rejects Holocaust textbooks for falling afoul of ‘woke’ education ban

Florida rejects Holocaust education textbooks in clampdown on ‘woke’ instruction

Holocaust Denial: An ongoing attempt to distort History

Part V What Effect Did Nazi Propaganda Have on the German People?

Part VI What Effect Did Nazi Propaganda Have on the German People?

The Zionist Rescue Operation

Elon’s ‘Remembering The Holocaust’ Winter Term Course In Europe

‘It’s part of our life’: Families bonded by the Holocaust, reunited in Las Vegas

University of Northern Colorado professor to discuss lesser-known facts of Holocaust

Dallas conference teaches new approach to care for Holocaust survivors, elderly trauma victims

Local Parent Complaint Ignites Debate On Holocaust, Racism education In Portland Schools

‘Occupied City’ Review: Steve McQueen’s Epic Holocaust Documentary Is a Disquieting Cinematic Essay

In Steve McQueen's 4-hour Cannes entry 'Occupied City,' Holocaust past meets Amsterdam present

Steve McQueen’s 4-Hour Documentary on Nazi-Occupied Amsterdam Screens at Cannes Film Festival

Steve McQueen's marathon documentary on Nazi-occupied Amsterdam divides Cannes

Anne Frank's Childhood Friend Recalls Their Years Before the Holocaust

Miep Gies And The Quest For A Lasting Holocaust Lesson

Anne Frank’s best ‘helper’ Miep Gies is center of new National Geographic miniseries

The Woman Who Kept Anne Frank Alive Steps Into the ‘Small Light’

In ‘A Small Light,’ an Ordinary Woman Resists the Nazis

Jewish Actress Billie Boullet Brings Anne Frank to Life in Disney’s 'A Small Light'

Bel Powley and Liev Schreiber star in a new drama about Anne Frank

Opinion: The Untold Story Of Anne Frank's Hiding Place

The Discovery of a Forgotten and Banned Nuremberg Film

Commack author explores story of survival in post-Holocaust historical fiction book

Book Review: ‘Fatherland,’ by Burkhard Bilger

‘Hidden: the Musical' Tells Woman's Holocaust Survival Story
'It's not okay to stand by': West MI family collecting Holocaust stories to cement history for generations

Holocaust education group presents in local schools

CSU Professor Presents Examination Of Holocaust Memories In Germany

Military Cadets Get Special Holocaust Assignment

Students in Holocaust and Genocide Class Visit Jewish Heritage Museum

Colorful Stories for Children, With the Darkest History as Backdrop

Wayne-Westland School District Visits Zekelman Holocaust Center | Detroit Jewish News

University of Nebraska-Lincoln brings stories of Holocaust survivors and liberators to light

Los Angeles Public Library honors Holocaust survivors - Beverly Press & Park Labrea News

Foxboro Charter Schools Holocaust Stamps Project To Open At Pennsylvania Museum

Year-Long Holocaust Exhibition Features Survivors Who Settled In S.D. County

How will we remember the Holocaust when the survivors are gone?

Northville students make quilt for Holocaust survivor

Students display knowledge of the Holocaust through art and writing

Sophie is 85 and survived the Holocaust. Caroline is 29 and new to NYC. Here’s how they became fast friends.

‘Names, Not Numbers’

How The Holocaust Ends

Steven Spielberg involved in possible TV adaptation of ‘Leopoldstadt,’ Tom Stoppard’s Holocaust play

Cannes: Jonathan Glazer Says Holocaust Film ‘Zone of Interest’ Is “Not a Museum Piece”

The Banality of Evil on TV

A 'Tattooist of Auschwitz' TV Show Is Coming to Peacock

Jonathan Glazer rocks Cannes with a chilling Holocaust drama from a different perspective

In ‘Oppenheimer’ trailer, the atomic bomb is born – and Einstein weeps

California filmmaker brings Scandinavian Holocaust story to Pittsburgh

Daughter helps turn lens on pioneering photographer father Roman Vishniac in new film

‘Parade’ and ‘Leopoldstadt’ each nab 6 Tony nominations in a big year for Jewish Broadway

Songs of Sugihara’s Survivors

4 disturbing classical music pieces based on history’s darkest moments

Barry Manilow’s ‘Harmony,’ musical about troupe with Jewish members in Nazi Germany, is headed to Broadway

Harmony,’ a Manilow Musical Set Under Nazis, Is Broadway-Bound
Jerry Izenberg covered 53 Super Bowls. His memoir covers his Jewish Newark upbringing.

The Jewish Sport Report: This legendary Jewish sportswriter has a story to tell

Holocaust survivor aged 100 throws first pitch for Tampa Bay Rays.

Torah Academy Of Jacksonville Students To Premiere Documentary Featuring Holocaust Survivors

Jewish Council for Public Affairs names Amy Spitalnick, who sued Charlottesville rally organizers, as its CEO

Rabbi relieved that outrage over Natick swastika extended past Jewish community

Virginia Adopts Leading Antisemitism Definition as State Launches New Efforts to Combat Jew Hatred

Antisemitism Awareness Campaign Hits Las Vegas Strip After Antisemitic Incident

Cherry Creek Schools students disciplined after drawing swastikas on their arms

Allen, Texas mall shooter identified, may have had neo-Nazi beliefs

Gunman in Allen mall shooting may have had right-wing extremist beliefs

Texas mall shooter had swastika, SS tattoos, online posts show

Texas gunman may have embraced white supremacy, media reports say

From Holocaust To Nazis At Columbus, Ohio Drag Brunch Protest, History Teaches, Can Repeat

‘Disgusted and Numb’: University of California San Diego Bathroom Vandalized with Swastika

Jewish middle school teacher in Wisconsin arrested for threatening students over swastika drawings

A Grandson Investigates the 'Reasonable' Nazi in the Family

Why grandchildren of Nazis are writing memoirs

Descendants of Holocaust perpetrators are writing about their history — what can we learn from them?

Taylor Swift’s rumored boyfriend, Matty Healy, once gave a Hitler salute on stage and posted a ‘List of Jews’ to Instagram

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a
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